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“I don’t agree! This…this is terrible!”

“Yes, this is crazy! I won’t agree either!”

“Once we use it, we will take on too much responsibility! Since its inception, no
one in the world has used it!”

“If we want to use it, it will be the first one to use it against the whole world. Do
you know how much guilt we have to bear?”

…

After someone proposed to use “it”, it was opposed by most people.

As if this is a taboo.

“Then what do you say? In less than an hour, he will leave Warhawk Nation!”

“At that time we will become the biggest joke in the world, a superpower can’t
stop even one person!”

“We will be included in the stigma of the empire! We will all be sinners of the
empire!”

Barked the person who made the suggestion.

At this time, everyone was silent.

Now it is a great shame!



Levi rubbed the war eagle on the ground alone, and the war eagle had no dignity.

“Hurry up and make a decision! This is the time, not even an hour!”

The man urged.

“Okay, I agree to use it!”

“I agree!”

“I agree!”

…

After weighing the pros and cons, all members agreed to use it.

“But there is a problem. We can use it, but not in the name of the Sky Shield, nor
in the name of the Eagle Nation!”

The man said.

“What about?”

Someone asked below.

“Let Richard and the others use it as a laboratory. After all, this person took
Richard’s brother. We can attribute this matter to a personal grievance between
Richard and him!

All the responsibility for the accident was borne by Richard! “

…

“Okay, this method is good!”

“Yes, immediately notify Richard! Let him do it!”



…

When Richard received the news, he was taken aback.

“What? Do you really want to use it???”

Richard asked in surprise.

“Yes, it’s still used in the name of the laboratory behind you! At this point, it’s time
for you to contribute to the empire. You can’t refuse! This is what everyone
means!”

The representative of Tiandun Bureau said.

Richard thought of something and exclaimed: “Then what about my brother?
Once I use it, my brother will die too!”

“It’s about this time, let the reputation of the empire be the main thing! Don’t
worry, your brother also sacrificed for the empire! The empire will remember him!”

Richard hesitated for a full minute.

In the end, he agreed.

“Okay, I will contact the laboratory immediately!”

Time is running out.

Richard had no time to think.

Hastily contacted the laboratory behind.

Soon, the laboratory agreed.

And it is provided by the laboratory, without the need for Tianshield.



In this way, the relationship can be completely separated and everything can be
attributed to Richard.

“There are still forty minutes before he leaves the territory of Warhawk Nation!
Our weapons and equipment will be in place within fifteen minutes!”

Time passed by every minute and every second.

There were only twenty-five minutes left before Levi left the territory of War Eagle
Nation.

To the south is an endless desert.

Levi dragged the two to walk.

There was no one blocking him.

From the perspective of the whole world, the Eagle Nation has given up…

But smart people know that the Eagle Nation definitely has a fallback!

But I don’t know what it is.

“The weapon is installed, the target has been locked, and it can be launched at
any time!”

Richard’s laboratory issued a message.

What they say is the strongest weapon in this laboratory-the scepter of God.
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This is the strongest weapon created by the mysterious laboratory behind
Richard and the Sky Shield.

This weapon represents destruction!



No one knows exactly what this weapon is.

Is it an electromagnetic railgun, a laser, or a biological weapon…

No one knows at all.

But everyone who knows the scepter of God understands that it represents a
disaster of destruction.

Once used, it is absolutely devastating!

No defense can stop the scepter of God.

Unlike Wood Zhengjie’s God-killing weapon, the God-killing weapon is actually a
small-scale attack, specifically aimed at the martial arts superpower.

But the Scepter of God is a range attack.

Once used in a certain range, everything will be destroyed directly.

The name God’s Scepter has a very simple meaning, indicating that this weapon
is like a punishment from God.

The power is evident.

This is definitely the secret laboratory, and even the weapon at the bottom of the
shield!

So I won’t use it anyway.

The main weapon is equivalent to the real trump card of the Warhawk Nation. If
we expose the trump card prematurely, it must be known to the whole world.

There will be no secrets about the scepter of God.

It won’t work anymore!



But now Levi forced the entire War Eagle Nation to this point.

Let the Sky Shield Bureau decide to use the Scepter of God to deal with Levi.

For the reputation of the war eagle!

They did it!

At this moment, countless people in War Eagle Nation are paying attention to
Levi.

He is getting closer and closer to the border.

Time is passing fast.

Twenty minutes.

Levi dragged the two to walk in the desert.

Now that there is no one to stop him, Levi naturally knows that things are not
easy.

The Eagle Nation will not let him go.

Will not let him leave easily.

A great danger awaits him ahead.

At this time, time passed very slowly every minute, and everyone was so nervous
that they were sweating.

“The attack point has been set, and the target will reach the designated attack
point in six minutes and 32 seconds!”

“The weapon is reconfirmed there is no problem!!!”



“everything’s ready!!!”

…

Richard and the laboratory installed everything and arranged the time of the
attack.

Quietly waiting for the time to come!

Almost everyone was sweating and their bodies trembling.

This is the first use of the scepter of God.

Everyone was excited and nervous.

At this time, both Wood Zhengjie and Jefferson, who were dragged by Levi, had
already woke up.

Wood Zhengjie also knew the identity of Levi.

“Levi, I admit that you are a ruthless person! You hit the war eagle country alone
to become like this! But I promise you will never leave the war eagle country!”

Wood Zhengjie stared at Levi.

Jefferson also agreed: “Yes, that’s right. You can’t get out of here! My brother will
never allow it!”

What Levi thought of, not only smiled: “Now they are afraid that they want to kill
me with all their heart, and if I die, you won’t live!”

What Wood Zhengjie and Jefferson realized, not only cold sweats, but their
bodies trembled.

correct.



At this kind of moment, Levi would be stopped at all costs.

They are not important anymore.

Especially Wood Zhengjie, even more worthless.

“But Levi, when I saw you die, I was also very excited! It doesn’t matter!
Hahaha…”

Wood Zhengjie looked at Levi and laughed wildly.

He is a complete lunatic!

Jefferson’s body was trembling with fear.

five minutes.

Four minutes.

three minutes…

The countdown has been in a base.

Everyone’s nerves were so tense that they were about to explode.

Thirty-two seconds.

…

“three!”

“two!”

“One!”
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The time has come for the purpose of all people.

This is the first appearance of the Scepter of God!

The world will witness the amazing power of God’s scepter!

Holding the firing button of God’s Scepter weapon, Richard was already nervous
to the point that his whole body was wet with cold sweat.

Especially in the base, hundreds of people were staring at him nervously.

“Goodbye brother!”

Richard shouted and pressed the button fiercely.

At the same time, he sat down on the ground with a plop.

At this moment, the entire base seemed to be relieved, and everyone breathed a
sigh of relief.

It’s finally this moment!

In the various circles of the Warhawk Nation, everyone clenched their fists tightly,
waiting for the emergence of the scepter of God…

One second.

Two seconds.



…

More than ten seconds have passed.

There was no movement at all.

The scepter of God is not in place at all!

Everyone thought they were in a trance.

But dozens of seconds passed, and there was still no movement.

“What’s the situation? What’s the situation?”

“Tell me quickly, what’s wrong?”

…

Such voices are heard in all major circles of the Eagle Nation.

The base responsible for the launch of God’s scepter weapon was even more
dumbfounded.

After Richard pressed the button, the Scepter of God did not fire at all…

“What’s going on here?”

At first everyone was stunned.

But then they reacted one by one.

Everyone exclaimed again and again.

Richard on the ground got up and roared: “What? The weapon was not fired?
What’s the matter? Check it out! Check it out for me!”



The entire base was in a mess.

Various voices were heard everywhere.

All technicians checked immediately.

“No, the weapon launch system is malfunctioning! So the launch was not
successful!”

The reason was soon found out.

“Repair, quickly repair!”

“How long will it take to repair?”

Richard quickly shouted.

“It will take more than 20 minutes at the earliest!”

“We try our best!”

…

The technicians began to repair frantically.

No one expected this. At the most critical moment, such a problem would
happen.

In the crucial twenty minutes, Levi had already left War Eagle Nation.

Can’t let the scepter of God bloom on the land of other countries, right?

There was dead silence in the entire base.

Richard was even more angry and hit the table.



But after he turned around, a successful smile appeared at the corner of his
mouth.

It turned out that the launch system malfunctioned and he arranged it alone.

The purpose is simple-he doesn’t want the scepter of God to be launched, and
he doesn’t want his brother Jefferson to die.

Richard is a man who cares for his shortcomings and loves his brother very
much.

Otherwise, I wouldn’t have made so many crazy moves before.

Now that he kills his own brother himself, he can’t do it.

In his opinion, the reputation of Warhawk is not as important as his brother’s fate.

Today, the humiliation that Morendam Lord brought to the War Eagle, he can
completely repay it if he finds a chance in the future.

His brother died but he was gone forever.

The scepter of God failed to launch successfully.

It means that the Eagle Nation has completely failed to block Levi.

Levi dragged the two to the border.

He smiled and said, “Why do you want to kill me?”

“you…”

Wood Zhengjie and Jefferson didn’t expect Levi to leave so easily.

“Let’s go, come back to Morendam with me and get the punishment you
deserve!”



Levi took the two of them out of the realm of Zhanying Nation.

Subsequently, Levi inserted half of the North Ming War Sabre on the border of
the War Eagle Nation.

The meaning is very obvious!

Take the knife as proof!

I, Levi, once entered the Eagle Nation and took away two people…

But this is a great shame for the war eagles!
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Soon, many Lords came to the border of the war eagle country.

See the North Ming sword inserted in the ground.

It stings their eyes like a blazing sun.

This knife is stuck in their dignity!

It’s a shame for them!

“what!!!”

One person roared wildly, and he was about to pull out the North Ming sword.

“Wait!”

The leader stopped him.

“This knife can’t be pulled! It must be stuck here all the time! This is the shame
the enemy brings to us! It reminds us of this every moment!



Everyone on the scene turned red and looked at the Bei Ming War Saber!

Everyone clenched their fists…

silence.

The entire Warhawk Nation was silent.

They almost took out everything, but they still couldn’t stop Levi!

At the last moment, Richard’s small actions prevented God’s scepter from
launching successfully.

Let Levi leave completely.

When Levi stepped out of the border, the whole world was full of doubts.

The Eagle Nation just let Levi leave?

impossible!

No reason!

But the facts are here!

he left.

The circles of the Warhawk Nation have exploded…

shame!

Today, the most shameful!

“Morendam, this Liangzi is completely formed!”

Many people clenched their fists and looked crazy.



Richard also clenched his fists: “Brother, I will save you again! And Morendam, I
won’t let it go!”

He believed that Jefferson would not die even in Morendam.

His plan was achieved…

After learning the news, Morendam was completely boiling.

The first is to completely defeat the Domination Alliance.

Now the mysterious Lord single-handedly took away the two in the Eagle Nation.

All show the power of Morendam!

Morendam is not afraid of anyone!

The sleeping dragon has gradually awakened, who can be the enemy?

Now Morendam is showing a super power, not afraid of anything!

In this way, the wealthy celebrities who had escaped from Morendam before, etc.
were completely dumbfounded.

After desperately leaving at the beginning, who knew that the crisis would be
resolved soon, and it would show such a strong side.

Who can think of this situation now?

Morendam is the best!

It’s difficult to go back now, after all, everyone has left their nationality.

The most difficult thing is the Morendam people who fled to the war eagle
country.



In the beginning, Wood Zhengjie wanted to be a king, and he would almost have
a face to solicit everything.

But now Wood Zhengjie was taken away, and everything about them fell apart.

Especially Mike, Cross Wentao and the others were completely dumbfounded.

They could have become Lords.

Everything was gone in an instant.

They still watched as they were deprived of everything.

Mike, Alfred and his party returned to the manor.

They turned on the TV and were watching the latest situation.

At this time, Mann Junfei suddenly changed her face because she saw a terrible
news.

After Levi took away the two Jeffersons, the Eagle Nation was furious.

In a fit of anger, the Warhawk Nation issued a message: these people in
Warhawks who used to have Morendam nationality will be expelled from the
Warhawk Nation after all property and deprivation of their status.

The list of people to be expelled will be announced soon.

Concubine Mann Jun quickly saw her name on it.

“The big thing is not good, look at the news!!!”

Concubine Mann Jun reminded.

“what???”



Everyone starts to check the list.

Everyone present saw their name on the list!

The Eagle Nation wants to confiscate all their property and expel them.

In an instant, they were equivalent to being driven out of the leftover pants…

shocked!

Logan Mann’s family and these people are ashamed…
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In any case, I did not expect to experience great ups and downs in one day.

They, who were originally Lords, will actually fall to this point.

“Ding!”

“Ding!”

“Ding!”

…

Everyone’s mobile phones sounded at the same time.

After opening, there are all shocking text messages.



All the assets in their overseas accounts have been emptied…

There are even invisible assets, such as villas, manor cars, all of which have
been deprived.

In an instant, all of them had nothing.

Except for the clothes you wear.

Even where they live is on the deprivation liquidation list.

At the same time, they were expelled from their nationality by the war eagle
nation.

They will have no identity.

Including their names are also invalid.

No region or country in the world has basic information about them. They are like
wandering savages.

Not even a beggar!

Most beggars still have identities at least!

They are not there!

“I, I, I…”

Alfred’s eyes went dark and he fainted directly.

“Why? Why is all this?”

“We didn’t do anything wrong! Why did you do this to us?”

“I don’t agree, I want to appeal!!!”



…

All kinds of complaints were everywhere, and everyone was crazy.

There are still terrible scenes in the streets.

These traitors who were once Morendam are now driven out of the War Eagle
Nation after being deprived of everything.

Those who are reluctant will suffer severe beatings.

Was forcibly driven out of the war eagle country.

What is even more frightening is that once they stepped out of the War Eagle
Nation, they would become unidentified people, and at that time every region did
not accept them.

It is impossible for them to return to Morendam.

It is impossible to go to other places.

No one wants it at all.

The only value is to be coolie.

It is said that there are many human trafficker groups outside of Warhawk who
are waiting to take in these people.

Once taken away by them, what is the end?

Everyone knows it well.

“Da da da…”

Soon, a rush of footsteps sounded.



Many people rushed in from outside.

“From now on you will no longer be members of the War Eagle Nation, your
identity will be taken away!”

“From now on, you quickly leave the War Eagle Nation! You are not welcome
here! Immediately, immediately!”

…

As soon as the other party entered the door, they forcibly expelled all of the
Logan and Mann families.

“No, sir, you have misunderstood! We are from the Morendam Logan family and
Mann family, and we have a close relationship with Mr. Wood Zhengjie!”

“Yes, and our stay is definitely useful to War Eagle Nation!”

“Are you misunderstanding? We can’t be expelled!”

…

Everyone began to argue.

“It’s you! We did not misunderstand!”

“Hurry up! Are you a group of maggots capable of staying in a holy land like the
Eagle Nation?”

The other side’s attitude is getting tougher.

“I ask you, why do you deprive and freeze all our assets? Give me a reason!”

Nick stood up.



Cross Wentao echoed: “Yes, that’s right! You invited you to join the nationality of
the Eagle Nation, or you sent a plane to pick it up yourself! How can we remove
our identity casually? Why?”

“Yes, you are too unreasonable! It is okay to drive us away, but why should we
deprive us of our assets? What rights do you have?”

Concubine Mann Jun and Katie stood up one by one.

Just like before, reason with people in Morendam.

But they forgot.

This is not Morendam.

They have no reason.

“Reason? This is the reason! Call me!”
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This group of people started the fight without saying a word.

Although the people of Logan and Mann’s family are all martial artists now, they
have used a lot of natural treasures.

But the Eagle Nation specifically sent a Lord against them.

As soon as the fight started, people like Logan and Mann’s family could not take
any advantage at all.

Finally was beaten up.

Everyone was beaten with bruised nose and swollen face.

Like dead dogs being dragged into the car.



There are big trucks parked here.

It was filled with people pretending to be expelled.

A few hours later, these people were transported to the border.

Then, as if taking out the garbage, all these people were dumped.

Mike and his party are among them.

“You dare to step in and throw all of you into the ocean!”

Someone on the border warned.

Mike and the others looked at the endless desert.

They are lost.

I don’t know where to go.

Now they are penniless.

They have no identity.

They can’t go anywhere.

It is the black household among the black households.

It is comparable to a savage.

But just half a day ago, they were Lords!

“I regret it! I shouldn’t have left Morendam in the first place! Uuuuu…”

Someone not far away was crying bitterly, and regretted that his intestines were
all blue.



“I’m brain-dead! Why should I leave Morendam! Morendam is great!”

“Yes, how can we compare to Morendam! We are just sick!”

…

More and more people knelt on the ground in regret and wept bitterly.

Everyone in Logan and Mann’s family also cried silently.

regret!

Regret dead!

“We are just a bunch of fools! Why don’t we listen to the old man?”

“I regret it! Give me another chance, I will never leave Morendam!”

“Parents, I miss you, War Eagle Nation is not good at all! Morendam is the best!”

Concubine Mann Jun, Katie, Mike, Nick, and Cross Wentao knelt on the ground
one by one, regretting crying!

This is the darkest and helpless moment in their lives!

Next they will face the most difficult moment.

“Run, wow…”

Suddenly there was a stir among the crowd.

Someone came to capture them.

People with no status like them are best suited to be caught back as coolies.

“Escape, escape…”



A group of people, like prey, began to flee in no man’s land.

However, this is only a portrayal of some people.

Today, such a scene is happening on the borders of the Warhawk Nation…

Levi took the two away and brought too much shame to War Eagle.

They can only use it to vent.

Of course, the Morendam people in Warhawks dare not move.

These are Morendam people.

All they dared to move were like Nick who had escaped from Morendam
nationality.

The equivalent of their own people.

They do whatever they want.

…

East of Great Xia.

A private helicopter landed.

One person came down from the plane, it was Levi.

He dragged the two of them.

Wood Zhengjie and Jefferson.

Xiao Feng and a large group of people greeted Levi’s arrival.

Although Levi was still wearing a mask, everyone knew his identity.



“Jefferson will be locked up wherever he should be! Keep going to jail!”

Levi ordered.

“Understood! Take people away!”

Xiao Feng waved his hand and Jefferson was taken away immediately.

His face was ashen ashes.

Morendam can’t live without…

Levi looked at Wood Zhengjie again, and he said coldly: “Wood Zhengjie has
nothing to say, just kill it!”

“Wait!”

“Can’t kill, he can’t kill!”

“He is ours now, you can’t move!”


